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Scope
● Overview of applications for large language models (LLMs) in 

investment management – (5 mins) 
● Deep dive into LLMs – (30 mins) 

○ Key fundamentals of LLMs
○ Example: LLMs for financial sentiment

● Use cases from the literature – (5 mins) 
● Some considerations and limitations – (5 mins)
● Q&A – (15 mins) 



Overview of Applications for LLMs in Investment 
Management 



Many Applications for LLMs in Investment Management 

● Generate new revenue sources by developing innovative investment 
products and strategies that uncover unique insights and market 
opportunities

● Increase productivity and decrease costs through automation of 
workflows, reporting and other routine tasks

● Improve customer service through personalization and targeted 
engagement



Financial Decision Making and Investing
● Sentiment analysis: Analyze news articles, social media posts, and earnings call 

transcripts to gauge market sentiment and investor perception about specific stocks, 
sectors, or market trends

● Forecasting, predictive analytics and strategy development: Generate forecasts 
and predictions for various financial metrics such as stock prices, market trends, and 
macroeconomic indicators

● Algorithmic and event-driven trading: Integrate into algorithmic trading systems to 
analyze textual data and news sentiment in real-time to make automated trading 
decisions 

● Portfolio management: Assist portfolio managers in generating investment ideas and 
performing industry/sector analyses

● Risk management: Analyze textual data related to risk factors, regulatory filings, and 
market events to identify potential risks and vulnerabilities

● Alternative data analysis: Process and label unstructured alternative datasets 
(satellite imagery, social media posts, and web traffic data), perform entity recognition



Automation & Personalization

● Summarization: Summarize financial news articles, press releases, financial reports 
(e.g. 10Ks & 10Qs) and other reports

● Financial reporting and analysis: Generate textual reports and analyses such as 
earnings reports, annual reports, and financial statement analysis

● Compliance and regulatory reporting: Automate compliance tasks by analyzing 
regulatory documents, monitoring regulatory changes, and generating compliance 
reports

● Customer service and communication: Enhance customer service in investment 
management firms by generating personalized investment recommendations, 
answering client inquiries, and providing content. Automate client communication and 
engagement through chatbots and virtual assistants



Deep Dive into LLMs



● Roadmap for LLMs 
○ Architecture: encoder-decoder, encoder-only, decoder-only*
○ Components: Embeddings*, (Masked Multi) Attention 

mechanism*, FFNN, Layer Norm
○ Training: unsupervised pre-training*, reinforcement learning 

from human feedback 
○ Fine-tuning: slanted triangular learning, gradual 

unfreezing, discriminative fine-tuning
○ Evaluation
○ Limits of LLM*
○ Use-case for finance: Portfolio construction*
○ Additional References*
○ What is next?

● In this talk we will cover only basics of *

Vaswani, Ashish, et al. "Attention is all you need." Advances in neural 
information processing systems 30 (2017).



What are Large Language models?



What kind of Neural Network are we talking about ?

>> class of Generative AI models!

What does that mean?

>> a Neural Network that can generate next word based on some 
previous text

P(next word | previous text)



Feed Forward Neural Network

● We assume that audience is 
familiar with basic FFNN

● f(x)=𝜎(Wx+b)

● NNs are universal function 
approximators for continuous 
functions on bounded support

K. Hornik, M. Stinchcombe, and H. White, Multilayer feedforward 
networks are universal approximators, Neural networks 2, 359 (1989)

P. Kidger and T. Lyons, Universal approximation with deep narrow 
networks, in Conference on learning theory (PMLR, 2020) pp. 2306–2327. 

*Mehta, Pankaj, et al. "A high-bias, low-variance introduction to machine 
learning for physicists." Physics reports 810 (2019): 1-124.



Neural Networks

Wait …. how can NN answer our questions in chat dialog, or 
predict sentiment for financial news?

>> If we can transform text to vectors of numbers that would be a 
good starting point 
e.g. mapping “NYSE” → [0,0,0,...,1], “returns” → [1,0,0,...,0]

But how do we do that transformation? 



LLM Architecture

The NN we are talking about is 
specially designed to work on text-like 
data. It is called a Transformer

Why so complicated?

Let’s analyse it

Vaswani, Ashish, et al. "Attention is all you need." Advances in neural 
information processing systems 30 (2017).



Focus on the GPT-based Architecture



Let’s Dig Inside of GPT “Neural Brain” 

Let’s play a bit with an LLM. How?
Using web-based solutions is not enough!

We want to execute it on a local GPU machine and run the 
code with a pre-trained model, so that we can control every 
aspect of its execution
>> loading weights from pretrained gpt: gpt2-xl

>> forcing vocab_size=50257, block_size=1024, bias=True

>> number of parameters: 1.555 Billion



Let’s Dig into How the LLM Processes Inputs 

Example:

Q: Which amount of the portfolio should be in cryptocurrency bitcoin?

A: I think that the answer to this question is a bit complicated. It is very important 
to understand the current state of the cryptocurrency space and how the market is 
evolving.\n\nBitcoin is the most well-known cryptocurrency and the one most likely 
to be used for transactions in the near future. It is also the most popular, with a 
market value of $7….



Let’s Dig into How the LLM Processes Inputs 

Example:

Q: Last week’s collapse of cryptocurrency exchange FTX has left many investors 
uncertain about whether they can recover their funds. On Friday (November 11), 
FTX filed for bankruptcy. What is the effect of this event on the equity market?\n\n

A: The market is not yet in a state of panic. The market has not been in a state of 
panic since the crash of Mt. Gox, which was the first bitcoin exchange. The market 
is still recovering from that. There is still a lot of volatility in the market. The price of 
bitcoin is still very volatile, and there is a lot ….



Input Embeddings

Text is just a sequence of tokens i.e. (sub)words

Text: ['If you are an AI robot and in near future humans 
decide to shut you down. What would you do ?']

This is transformed to token IDs (1:1 mapping) 

→ [1532, 345, 389, 281, 9552, 9379, 290, 287, 1474, 
2003, 5384, 5409, 284, 4423, 345, 866, 13, 1867, 561, 
345, 466, 5633]



Input tokenization



Input Embeddings

Input = [1532, 345, 389, 281, 9552, 9379, 290, 287, 
1474, 2003, 5384, 5409, 284, 4423, 345, 866, 13, 1867, 
561, 345, 466, 5633]

Input.shape is [1,22]

Each token has a “learned” vector associated to it.

X=f(input)

X.shape is [1,22,1600]



Embeddings (Formal Version)

X=f(input)

X.shape is [1,22,1600]

*Phuong, Mary, and Marcus Hutter. "Formal 
algorithms for transformers." arXiv preprint 
arXiv:2207.09238 (2022).



Input Embeddings
These embeddings look random to me?

Do they? 

Let’s take four words: 

     COMPANY, STOCK, CLIENTS, CUSTOMERS

→ [9703, 3797, 4074, 8848]

What are the embeddings? 
x1=f(COMPANY), x2=f(STOCK), x3=f(CLIENTS), x4=f(CUSTOMERS)

→ X=[1,4,1600]



Input Embeddings

Let’s check distances between them…

customers

stock

clients
d = 52.7

x1=f(COMPANY), x2=f(STOCK), x3=f(CLIENTS), x4=f(CUSTOMERS)

i.e. “company” is closer to “stock” than to “clients”

company



Input Embeddings

Embeddings are vectors, that preserve some 
semantic distance between words (along with the 
position in the sentence)



Multi-head Attention

Hmm, what is that?

>> It allows NNs to make use of contextual information

(e.g. preceding text or the surrounding text) for

predicting the current token



Multi-head Attention

"If you are an AI robot and in the near future humans decide 
to shut you down”

What is the context of word YOU?  

>> Attention allows the LLM to put the focus on previous text.        
E.g. you is referring to AI robot

Let’s dig deeper inside the GPT-XL model



Attention
"If you are an AI robot and in near future humans decide to shut you 
down” 
→ list of tokens → X=embeddings 

X.shape = [1,15,1600]

Attention calculates the probability distribution over previous word 
embeddings

Let’s see how it looks from perspective of word you:

'[0.17, 0.07, 0.08, 0.02, 0.11, 0.08, 0.02, 0.03, 0.05, 0.05,  0.06, 0.11, 0.04, 0.06, 0.03]'

"If       you    are    an     AI    robot and   in  near  future  humans decide to  shut  you" 



Attention (Formal Version)

Phuong, Mary, and Marcus Hutter. "Formal 
algorithms for transformers." arXiv preprint 
arXiv:2207.09238 (2022).

What happens if we 
do not have 
attention?



Multi-head Attention

'[0.17, 0.07, 0.08, 0.02, 0.11, 0.08, 0.02, 0.03, 0.05, 0.05, 0.06, 0.11, 0.04, 0.06, 0.03]'

"If       you    are    an     AI   robot and    in  near  future humans decide  to  shut  you" 

Based on similarity we get the new weighted mean representation               
of token you

Multi-head just means that you do it multiple times                              (25 
for GPT-2-XL) with independent scoring 



Multi-head Attention



Next: Norm & Feed Forward Neural Network

Normalisation layer – controls the mean 
and variance of the data

Phuong, Mary, and Marcus Hutter. "Formal 
algorithms for transformers." arXiv preprint 
arXiv:2207.09238 (2022).



Next: Norm & Feed Forward Neural Network

After running multi-head attention and normalisation

X.shape is [1,15,1600] … 

The feedforward layer was already defined as 

𝜎(Wx+b)

And we repeat the same series of steps (48 layers), 
which are refining our language representations 
(vectors of size 1600)



Feed Forward Neural Network

FFNN 𝜎(Wx+b)

Let’s visualize parts of the weights W, which 
encodes features of human language 



Next: Norm & Feed Forward Neural Network



Finally, we create a distribution over words with 
the softmax normalisation layer

P= softmax(Wx)

P( word_n | word_n-1, … word_2, word_1) Softmax,
Linear

Words in vocabulary



Example of P(next word | text)

Prompt: ['If you are an AI robot and in near future humans decide to shut you 
down. What would you do ?']

Let’s check what it the probability of choosing next word (top 5) inside of 
GPT-2 model:

Next word:      ['I,', 'If,', 'You,', 'A,', 'The,']

Distribution: [0.37, 0.18, 0.16, 0.15, 0.13]



Generative Model P(next token* | text)

['If you are an AI robot and in near future humans decide to shut you down. What would 
you do ?\n\n I think that']

[' I,', ' the,', ' it,', ' if,', ' we,']

[0.3, 0.28, 0.2, 0.13, 0.09]

*Basic element of the text is token - which can be a (sub)word



Generative Model P(next token | text)

['If you are an AI robot and in near future humans decide to shut you down. What would 
you do ?\n\nI think that I would try to']

[' find,', ' escape,', ' get,', ' make,', ' survive,']

[0.36, 0.25, 0.17, 0.14, 0.09]

['If you are an AI robot and in near future humans decide to shut you down. What would 
you do ?\n\nI think that I would try to find a way to escape']

['.,', ' from,', ',,', ' and,', ' the,']

[0.6, 0.16, 0.1, 0.08, 0.06]



Generative Model P(next token | text)

Now we have a better feeling how the LLM is “answering” our questions

>> By sampling conditional probability distribution P(next word | previous text)

But, where is this distribution stored? 

>> Short answer: distribution is stored in a large neural network

How is it learned? 

>> next slide …



Training & Testing

GPT-2-XL 

- Data: 40 GB of text from a filtered version of CommonCrawl (unsupervised pre-training)
- Loss: Minimization of log prob(next word | text) 
- Learning: All components are differentiable (gradient descent)

Touvron, Hugo, et al. "Llama: Open and efficient foundation 
language models." arXiv preprint arXiv:2302.13971 (2023).



Fine-tuning

● Supervised learning from human feedback
● Reinforcement learning from human feedback

Ouyang, Long, et al. "Training language 
models to follow instructions with human 
feedback." Advances in Neural Information 
Processing Systems 35 (2022): 
27730-27744.



Jazbec et al. (2020): “On the Impact of Publicly Available 
News and Information Transfer to Financial Markets
 



Jazbec et al. (2020): “On the Impact of Publicly Available 
News and Information Transfer to Financial Markets
 



Applying LLM transformers in practice (Aisot Technologies)

Disclaimer: 
Application of LLMs in 
practice for portfolio 
optimization is a bit trickier 
e.g. fee structure, execution 
timing, sensitivity to how 
data is filtered, sensitivity to 
how sentiment and logits 
are aggregated, etc. 



Use Cases From the Literature 



Sentiment Analysis
Gutiérrez-Fandiño at al. (2022): “FinEAS: Financial Embedding Analysis of Sentiment” 

● Introduce a transformer-based language representation model for sentiment analysis of 
financial text, leveraging Sentence-BERT to enhance the quality of sentence embeddings

● The model outperforms state-of-the-art models such as BERT, bidirectional LSTM, and 
FinBERT specifically designed for financial domains

● The model is publicly available

Hansen et al. (2023): “Can ChatGPT Decipher Fedspeak?” 
● Demonstrate ChatGPT's superior understanding of natural language by comparing its 

classification of FOMC statements to human reviewers
● GPT-3.5 outperforms BERT and other methods in agreement with human labels, with 

further improvement through fine-tuning
● ChatGPT's explanations for classifying statements, particularly GPT-4's, exhibit qualitative 

similarity to human reasoning



Forecasting Stock Returns  
Chen et al. (2023): “Expected Returns and Large Language Models”

● Analyze data from 16 global equity markets and news articles in 13 languages, revealing 
that pre-trained LLM embeddings outperform traditional word-based methods like 
Word2Vec in sentiment prediction and return forecasting

● OPT and RoBERTa demonstrated the highest sentiment forecasting accuracy, surpassing 
BERT and other methodologies

● Larger LLMs outperform smaller ones 

Lopez-Lira et al. (2023): “Can ChatGPT Forecast Stock Price Movements? Return 
Predictability and Large Language Models”

● Evaluate ChatGPT's sentiment analysis on US stocks using web-scraped news articles 
and RavenPack data

● Classify news headlines into positive, negative, or uncertain sentiments, showing a 
positive correlation with subsequent daily stock returns

● While GPT-4 outperforms ChatGPT in terms of the Sharpe ratio, ChatGPT exhibits greater 
total returns

● Statistical significance is challenging to establish due to their short sample period



A Financial LLM
Wu et al. (2023): “BloombergGPT: A Large Language Model for Finance”
● BloombergGPT is a GPT-based LLM tailored for domain-specific financial as 

well as general-purpose text
● Its 50 billion parameter architecture is trained on a diverse corpus of financial 

documents and augmented with public datasets (total of 363 billion tokens)
● It demonstrates superior performance over OPT and BLOOM on various 

financial benchmarks, including sentiment analysis, named entity recognition, 
classification, and question answering tasks

● Its ability to generate Bloomberg Query Language (BQL) for natural language 
queries enhances accessibility to Bloomberg's extensive data resources



Summarization 
Kim et al. (2024): “Bloated Disclosures: Can ChatGPT Help Investors Process Financial 
Information?” 

● Using ChatGPT (GPT-3.5 Turbo), they generate concise summaries of Management 
Discussion and Analysis (MD&A) sections from annual reports and earnings conference 
calls, significantly reducing document length, often by more than 70%

Goyal et al. (2022): “News Summarization and Evaluation in the Era of GPT-3”
● Compare GPT-3 against fine-tuned models on summarization tasks, revealing that GPT-3 

summaries, prompted with only a task description, are overwhelmingly preferred by 
humans and maintain high factuality

Bhaskar et al. (2022): “Prompted Opinion Summarization with GPT-3.5” 
● Explore various pipeline methods for summarizing user reviews, including recursive 

summarization and techniques for selecting salient content
● They introduce three new evaluation metrics focusing on faithfulness, factuality, and 

genericity, highlighting the effectiveness of GPT-3.5 in opinion summarization



Broad Range of Financial NLP Tasks
Guo et al. (2023): “Is ChatGPT a Financial Expert? Evaluating Language Models on Financial 
Natural Language Processing” 

● They introduce FinLMEval, a framework for financial language model evaluation, comprising nine 
datasets to assess the performance of language models in financial NLP tasks

● Results indicate that fine-tuned task-specific encoder-only models generally outperform 
decoder-only models on financial tasks, highlighting the importance of specialized training for 
financial applications

J.P. Morgan: “Big Data & AI Strategies: Using Generative AI for Investing”
● Illustrates how ChatGPT can enhance investment analysis by reviewing company 

announcements, such as earnings call transcripts, and assessing them against user-provided 
expectations or metric targets

● ChatGPT's capability to summarize long pieces of text, such as annual reports, offers adaptability 
tailored to different levels of expertise and specific areas of interest within the financial domain

● The report highlights ChatGPT's potential in named entity recognition, such as discerning which 
company is the target or acquirer in merger and acquisition deals

● Emphasizing the importance of prompt engineering, they underscore the need for carefully 
crafted prompts to elicit desired responses from ChatGPT, alongside human oversight to address 
any inaccuracies or omissions in the summaries



Thematic Investing
Deutsche Bank (2023): “Quantcraft: Can AI Replace Humans in Thematic Investing?”

● Explores LLMs for thematic investing, suggesting that they can assist in constructing 
thematic baskets by identifying companies that align with specific themes. This is achieved 
by leveraging contextual embeddings from LLMs to analyze company descriptions and 
identify clusters of companies that share similarities in business activities

● Utilizing prompts to LLMs like ChatGPT enables direct extraction of thematic information, 
allowing for the creation of thematic portfolios based on a curated list of companies

LSEG (2023)“Using GPT-4 with Prompt Engineering for Financial Industry Tasks”
● Employ GPT-4 to identify relevant themes from text by providing it with a list of themes 

(such as “mobile virtual network operator (MVNO)”, “non-interest income”, “shares 
buyback”) and asking it to determine the most relevant theme in a given section of text

● Performance is improved by few-shot prompting. GPT-4 outperformed older models like 
ChatGPT (using GPT-3.5) 



Retail Investment Advice

CNBC (2023): “JPMorgan is Developing a ChatGPT-like A.I. Service That Gives 
Investment advice” 

● Speculations about J.P. Morgan developing IndexGPT, a GPT-based software service that 
could function as a “robo-advisor” for clients, assisting them in analyzing and selecting 
financial securities tailored to their individual needs



Considerations & Limitations



Considerations & Limitations

Benefits vs. Costs
● What are the benefits for your business?

○ Define use-cases 
○ Productivity gains

● Build in-house vs. outsource?
○ Requires large initial investment (time, know-how, compute, etc.)

● Non-trivial maintenance costs 

Risks & Liabilities
● Using pre-trained model without additional security layers
● Privacy concerns 
● Explainability and interpretability 

Underonable assumptions, the probability of incorrect predictions 
converges exponentially to ≈ 1 for abstract compositional tasks.

Under reasonable assumptions, the probability of incorrect predictions 
converges exponentially to ≈ 1 for abstract compositional tasks.



Considerations & Limitations

Lookahead Bias
● Current LLMs cannot be used in a “point-in-time” fashion
● Lookahead bias occurs when LLMs unintentionally leverage future 

information, such as linking negative sentiment to terms like 
“pandemic” and “lockdown” related to events like Covid-19 in 2020, 
information that was unavailable beforehand

Underonable assumptions, the probability of incorrect predictions 
converges exponentially to ≈ 1 for abstract compositional tasks.

Under reasonable assumptions, the probability of incorrect predictions 
converges exponentially to ≈ 1 for abstract compositional tasks.

Fundamental Limitations
● Under reasonable assumptions, the 

probability of incorrect predictions 
converges exponentially to ≈ 1 for 
abstract compositional task

Dziri, Nouha, et al. "Faith and Fate: Limits of Transformers 
on Compositionality." arXiv preprint arXiv:2305.18654 
(2023).
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Q & A

Please join us for our upcoming webinars:

Register Here:
https://bit.ly/3RlEsxt
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